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Greek mythology and the legends of the Andean Indians tell of the feats of giants possessing
knowledge far in advance of present-day technology. The oral traditions of the inhabitants of
Easter Island describe the builders of their moai statues as men of exceptional stature. In this
book, author Laurent Glauzy provides indisputable proof of the existence of an exceptionally
tall race of men, measuring up to four metres in height. Mentioned 17 times in the Bible and
described by Saint Augustine in the 5th century, by the Jesuit father Athanasius Kircher in the
17th century, as well as by archaeologists and linguists of the Church, these ancestors of
humanity originated from Atlantis, the mysterious kingdom engulfed by the sea in B. With the
aid of a particularly extensive bibliography, the author shows why these realities, although
known to an occult Masonic elite, remain concealed from the general public, who are left to find
their conclusions in New Age concepts or deceptive theories such as Darwinism. The book also
demonstrates the high degree of civilization achieved by the giants and the Atlanteans of
Antiquity. The reader will be astonished as he discovers the secret universe of the tunnels of
the Mayan era, the enigmatic pyramids of Bosnia-Herzegovina and the Chinese plains of Qin
Chuan. The present work also unveils the incredible treasure of the missionary Father Carlos
Crespi, who collected large numbers of gold plates over 2, years old, depicting miniature
models of modern airplanes and other mysteries of forbidden archaeology. Convert currency.
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this seller Contact this seller. Condition: New. Language: English. Brand new Book. Elsewhere,
in the Critias, Plato states that the island, which was as large as a continent, was "not a fable,
but a true story". Filled with rich and rare descriptions of little-known archaeological
discoveries, this book confirms the inerrancy of the Holy Scriptures while attacking the lies of
"prehistory" and the myths of the "cave men". Seller Inventory APC Book Description
Independently Published, New Book. Shipped from UK. Established seller since Seller Inventory
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species also entails those that where of a larger stature. Still a Human Bioverse but, much
larger. It is an interesting read. Alot of information is presented. I must though add that, this
issue of Creationism and Evolutionism is rather silly. Its rather obvious that its a mixed truth.
The complexitys of Biological Self Organisation do indeed point out that Evolution ""just""
means change. In this case, enviroments tend to make Self Organising Biologies, change. Key
word being that. Training and behavious are an example among trillions. Military training among
both parents, over generations does indeed breed a certain level of traits. Same with parents
that are of an academic background. Etc etc etc miles of examples. At the same time though,
creationism is actually about the science of the Fractals of Self Organisation. A concept that is
multi tiered and quite complex. Even now a days, with said modern vocabulary A work of art!
Back then, THE book to read im certain! It has had parts of it re written over the ages for various
reasons and agendas The Torah. The Budhist traditions. The hindu traditions It is a simple fact.
Infinity deals with the multi dimensional fractals of Self Organisation. On the other hand:
Humans, a life force. The Kali Yugas. Rig Vedas is one such book. In comparisson with the
Christian Bible, i dare say those books go into alot more detail! Still, again, its not a
competition, and the very nature of the fractals of Self Organsation should be obvious to any
incarnating being, that indeed Its called " Infinite multi tiered levels of Self Organisation" One
person found this helpful. A pile of discredited theses piled up to support the author's
pre-existing prejudice does not a coherent book of history make. This should not appear under
History at all. It is, at best, entertaining fiction and at worst the perpetuation of a series of
nonsensical tales intended to satisfy the credulous. Take, for example, the references to Fr
Crespi: von Daniken, a convicted fraudster and con-artist, used the artefacts gathered by the
priest to substantiate his own pseduo-archaeology. The problem is that close examination
shows von Daniken's analysis to be little more than the fantasies of an overheated imagination.
When examined by real archaeologists with real knowledge, von Daniken's account was
torpedoed by the fact the metallic horde was found to be little more than crude modern
forgeries. If this is intended to lampoon the genre, it works wonderfully. We discussed scientific
creationism and megalithic structures around the world. I was still hesitating to buy the book
but when Laurent Glauzy said to me. Laurent has a gentle manner, is very approachable and his
sincerity and kindness can seen in his many online presentations. The subject matter of his
books mean that you are very unlikely to find any of his work in Waterstones or Barnes and
Noble. The book is fascinating. Using biblical references, rigourous scientific studies and
multiple archaeological examples, Glauzy explores a history of mankind totally at odds with the
claims of modern science and archaelogy. There is in fact plenty of evidence of the existence of
giants both before and after the Flood. These giants have in common that they practise human
sacrifice, cannibalism and had access to hidden science which permitted them to build
incredible stone structures all over the world. These stone structures whether in the Americas,
Africa, Europe or Asia, share so many common features that one can only conclude that there
existed a world wide civilization of giants. As well as archaelogical proofs, we discover that
people all over world speak of legends of massive flood, of giant cannibals and we have
physical evidence of mummification and pyramids even in Asia and Europe. There is a huge
supplement at the end of the book, which presents the main arguments in favour of a not only
of creation but of an earth that is less than 10 years old. For those unfamiliar with the subjects
presented, this book will shake your world view. Those who already know something about the
megalithic civilizations will still discover many secrets that science has kept from us. As to why
these things are kept from us, the answer is that empirical science with repeatable experiments
has been replaced with theoretical science which bears no relation to what is observed and
serves mainly to hide the existence of God. For those looking for evidence of alien
technologies, you will find these theories debunked here. Aliens provide a convenient cover to
explain away these mysterious technologies, but do not provide satisfactory answers for those
resolutely seeking for truth. See all reviews. Unlimited One-Day Delivery and more. There's a
problem loading this menu at the moment. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Audible Download Audiobooks. DPReview
Digital Photography. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Amazon Business Service for
business customers. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Greek
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tall race of men, measuring up to four metres in height. Mentioned 17 times in the Bible and
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he general public, who are left to draw their conclusions from New Age concepts or deceptive
theories such as Darwinism. The book also demonstrates the high degree of civilization
achieved by the giants and the Atlanteans of Antiquity. The reader will be astonished as he
discovers the secret universe of the tunnels of the Mayan era, the enigmatic pyramids of
Bosnia-Herzegovina and the Chinese plains of Qin Chuan. The present work also unveils the
incredible treasure of the missionary Father Carlos Crespi, who collected large numbers of gold
plates over 2 years old, depicting miniature models of modern airplanes and other mysteries of
forbidden archaeology. Identifiant ou adresse e-mail. Mot de passe. Se souvenir de moi.
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